
DESIGN:
Tord Björklund/Seating

MODELS:
Footstool
Armchair 
Add-on Chaise
Loveseat
Sofa
Sofa-bed
Corner sofa 2+3/3+2

Removable cover

Washable cover

Dry-clean 

Combine and vary
The KARLSTAD seating series contains several comfortable sofas and 
armchairs that you can combine as you like. For example, you can build an 
adjustable chaise into the sofa and get plenty of room to stretch out and 
relax. If you want to both sleep and sit comfortably, choose the sofa-bed with 
a foam mattress and seat cushions.  There are also covers in many different 
materials, colors, and patterns. All this means you can change style as often 
as you like – without changing the sofa. 

Always in style
The timeless KARLSTAD seating series is especially comfortable, because the 
seat cushions offer good support and the back cushions form to the contours 
of your body. And if you like to lean against armrests, these have an extra soft 
comfort zone on the inside. 

A high standard of accuracy has been sought in the preparation of this brochure.  
We apologize for, but will not be bound by or responsible for, errors and omissions in this brochure.

All the products (shown here) may not be available at the store. Some prices may vary by store.  
Please contact the staff or visit IKEA-USA.com for more information. For more detailed product information,  

see the price tag and the Internet. All units require assembly.

Read more in the online 
Warranty brochure.

KARLSTAD
Seating series

BUYING GUIDE



HOW TO CONVERT

You can quickly convert KARLSTAD sofa-bed into a comfortable 
bed for two – bed size 55⅛×79¾". First, lift the latch on the front 
of the sofa and pull the bed out as far as it goes. Then lift the 
handle on the lid of the storage box until you hear the sound of a 
click. That means the lid is locked in place and you can take out 

stored bedlinens with ease. Then lower the lid again by pushing it 
slightly backwards, while undoing the latch on the right. Now you 
can put the seat cushions in place – and make the bed. 

Want to convert KARLSTAD sofa-bed into a comfortable single 
bed? Start by removing all the cushions. Then lift the latch on the 
front of the sofa and pull the bed out as far as it goes. Then lift the 
handle on the lid of the storage box until you hear the sound of a 
click. That means the lid is locked in place and you can take out 

stored bedlinens with ease. Then lower the lid again by pushing it 
slightly backwards, while undoing the latch on the right. Now you 
can push the bed-box back in place – and make the bed.
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COMBINATIONS

Flexible corner sofa. By combining the loveseat sofa and the chaise 
from the KARLSTAD seating series you can create a small corner sofa 
that’s easy to place in the room. Choose the cover and legs you like 
best – there are many to choose from.
This combination starting at $679

2+3 easily turns into 3+2. KARLSTAD corner sofa has removable 
armrests, which makes it easy to change places between the two- 
and three-seat sofas. The back cushions are also reversible, so you 
have two surfaces to use. Maybe you’d even like to complement 
the grouping with a comfortable armchair?
This combination starting at $799

Plenty of room. If you combine the loveseat and two chaises from 
the KARLSTAD seating series, you get a generous U-shaped sofa 
with plenty of seating. And plenty of room to really stretch out. 
Complete with a few extra cushions if you want to make it even 
more comfortable.
This combination starting at $979

Small and spacious. Do you need a small, comfortable sofa that 
can fit more people when needed? Then, you can combine the 
armchair and chaise in the KARLSTAD seating series. You will have 
plenty of room to stretch out, and when you have guests you can 
use the chaise for extra seating. 
This combination starting at $549

A sofa to share – with a corner of your own. Then you can build 
a roomy, comfortable corner sofa with the pieces in KARLSTAD 
seating series. And if the family grows and you need even more 
room, just add on more pieces. If you want your own corner – build 
in a chaise from the start. 
This combination starting at $1099

Change legs if you like. When you bring home your new sofa 
or armchair from the KARLSTAD series it will have square legs in 
birch, but you can easily complement with new ones if you want 
another style. You can change covers at the same time too - and 
your sofa will be like new.
Extra leg 4-pack, height 5⅞".
Aluminum, tapered 101.189.14 $20



ALL THE PARTS, SIZES, AND PRICES

 Footstool Armchair Chaise add on Loveseat Sofa Sofa-bed Corner sofa 
2+3 or 3+2

Width x Depth x Height in inches 31½x24¾x18⅛"  35⅞x36⅝x31½" 31½x63x31½" 65x36⅝x31½" 80¾x36⅝x31½" 88⅝x36⅝x32⅝"
94⅞/111x36⅝x31½" or 
111/94⅞x36⅝x31½"

Bed size in inches — — — — — 55⅛x78¾" —

Complete with cover
BLEKINGE white $109 $249 $300 $379 $399 $799 $799
KORNDAL brown $139 $349 $300 $479 $499 $849 $899
KORNDAL dark gray $139 $349 $300 $479 $499 $849 $899
HUSIE orange $139 $349 $300 $479 $499 $849 —
SIVIK green $139 $349 $300 $479 $499 $849 $899
SIVIK dark gray $139 $349 $300 $479 $499 $849 $899
ISUNDA gray $139 $349 $350 $479 $499 $849 $899
LINDÖ beige $159 $399 $350 $579 $599 $899 $999

Extra cover
BLEKINGE white $29 $29 $50 $39 $49 $99 $99
KORNDAL brown $59 $129 $50 $139 $149 $149 $199
KORNDAL dark gray $59 $129 $50 $139 $149 $149 $199
HUSIE orange $59 $129 $50 $139 $149 $149 —
SIVIK green $59 $129 $50 $139 $149 $149 $199
SIVIK dark gray $59 $129 $50 $139 $149 $149 $199
ISUNDA gray $59 $129 $100 $139 $149 $149 $199
LINDÖ beige $79 $179 $100 $239 $249 $199 $299

Extra leg 
4-pack, height  5⅞"
Aluminum, tapered $20

• BLEKINGE: strong, hardwearing cotton twill. Machine washable.
• HUSIE: 100% cotton, plaid pattern. Machine washable.
• ISUNDA: Heavy, hard-wearing fabric with structure, yarn dyed in different shades
 of gray and white. Cotton, linen, polyester and viscose. Dry-clean.
• KORNDAL: strong, hard-wearing cotton fabric with texture, yarn-dyed with 
 two-tone effect. Dry-clean.

• LINDÖ: Heavy, hardwearing cotton, linen and polyester fabric, woven from yarn 
of different thickness for a nice structure. Dry-clean.

• SIVIK: yarn-dyed cotton fabric with two-tone effect, machine washable.
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